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Senate Bill S1241
The Biden-Thurmond Violent Crime Control Act of 1991 was passed by the Senate on
July 11, 1991. The same bill is to go to the House of Representatives sometime in
September. The chances for the bill to pass the House is unknown but the probability is
great. This bill truly will create a dark, dark day for America. It may very well be written in
the history books as the legislative action that precipitated civil disobedience in such
proportions as has never before seen in this country. The civil disturbances that preceeded
the great Civil War were extensive but this bill, in the name of fighting crime, could very
probably create violence the likes of which this nation has never seen.
Will it be because of the government's attempt to stop violent crime? Of course not.
Nearly all decent law-abiding citizens want to put a stop to crime and are willing to help get
the job done.
The civil disobedience, and whatever else that leads to, will come because the intent of
Senate Bill 1241 is to: (1) confiscate all unregistered weapons which are classified under
the National Firearms Act, (2) to severely restrict the Writ of Habeas Corpus in Federal
crimes and (3) to increase substancially the National Police Force. SECTION 1230 OF
SENATE BILL 1241. SUMMARY FORFEITURE OF UNREGISTERED NATIONAL FIREARMS ACT
WEAPONS.
"Section 5872 of title 26, United States Code, is amended by redesignating subsection
(a) and subsection (a)(1) and by adding paragraphs (2) and (3) to read as follows:
"(2) Unregistered National Firearms Act Weapons.- Notwithstanding the provisions of
paragraph (1), the provisions of sections 7323 and 7325 shall not apply to any firearm
which is not registered in the National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record pursuant
to section 5841. No property rights shall exist in any such unregistered firearm and shall be
summarily forfeited to the United States.''
"(3) Rights of Innocent Owners.-Within one year after the summary forfeiture made
pursuant to paragraph (2) the owner of, including any person having an interest in, the
property seized may make application to the Secretary for reimbursement of the value of
such property. If the claimant establishes to the satisfaction of the Secretary that- (A) such
property has not been involved or used in a violation of law; or (B) any unlawful
involvement or use of such property had been without the claimant's consent, knowledge,
or willful blindness, the Secretary shall make an allowance to such claimant not exceeding
the value of the property so forfeited.''

Title XI-Habeas Corpus Reform

Sec. 1103. Appeal. Section 2253 of title 28, United States Code, is amended to read as
follows:
"In a habeas corpus proceeding or a proceeding under section 2255 of this title before a
circuit or district judge, the final order shall be subject to review, on appeal, by the court of
appeals for the circuit where the proceeding is had.
"There shall be no right of appeal from such an order in a proceeding to test the validity
of a warrant to remove, to another district or place for commitment or trial, a person
charged with a criminal offense against the United States, or to test the validity of his
detention pending removal proceedings.''
The Senate Bill 1241 also provides for an extensive expansion of a Police Corps.
Obviously this is to provide the manpower for the extensive searches necessary to round up
the weapons and their owners.
In the book A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, Volume XIX,
we find this under Martial Law: "A system of government under the direction of military
authority. It is an arbitrary kind of law, proceeding directly from the military power and
having no immediate constitutional or legilative sanction. It is only justified by necessity
and supersedes all civil government. Sir Matthew Hale said: 'Martial law is built on no
settled principle, but is arbitrary, and, in truth, no law, but sometimes indulged, rather than
allowed, as law.' SUSPENSION OF THE WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS IS ESSENTIALLY A
DECLARATION OF MARTIAL LAW. (emphasis mine-ed.) 'In this case,' says Blackstone, 'the
nation parts with a portion of liberty to secure its permanent welfare, and suspected
persons may then be arrested without cause assigned.''' Senate Bill 1241, in addition to
attempting the confiscation of weapons, will attempt to place the nation under martial law.
Thus, there is a real problem at hand. The citizens of California and New Jersey have
already shown their mettle. They have refused to turn in their so-called assault weapons
after legislation was passed in each state. There is no question but what that same
response will be realized under a federal law of the same genus.
All of this is in the name of the war on drugs. No, that is the vehicle, the horse, the
government is riding to remove the last bastions of freedom that this once God fearing,
patriotic, Christian Republic enjoyed. Our unalienable rights, those guaranteed us by God
Almighty Himself, are being removed from us. And the government is providing the wherewith-all to attempt to force it upon us just like the KGB in Russia did. We must quit using
the word Gestapo when we describe these actions. Let us put the blame where it belongs.
The same people who created Communism and the KGB created this monster, Zionism
(Christian as well as Jewish) and international banking.

Public Law 102-14
A very interesting Senate and House of Representatives Joint Resolution was signed into
law on March 20, 1991. The entire procedure was accomplished with very little notice in the
media and this in itself should cause us to question the actions of Congress and the
President.
The Resolution was titled "A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE MARCH 26, 1991 AS
EDUCATION DAY, U.S.A.'' It was introduced in the House of Representatives by Robert H.
Michel (R-IL) and co- sponsored by Richard Gephardt (D-MO). It was then co-sponsored by
224 more congressmen.

The real effect of this law is yet to be understood but it is strange that it was introduced,
passed and signed by the President in a country whose laws ostensibly originate in the
Common Law which comes from the Laws, Statutes and Judgments (the Mosaic Laws) of
the Holy Bible. As we shall see, the Resolution has nothing whatsoever to do with
"Education Day.''

The Resolution
"Whereas Congress recognizes the historical tradition of ethical values and principles
which are the basis of civilized society and upon which our great Nation was founded;
"Whereas these ethical values and principles have been the bedrock of society from the
dawn of civilization, when they were known as the Seven Noahide Laws;
"Whereas without these ethical values and principles the edifice of civilization stands in
serious peril of returning to chaos;
"Whereas society is profoundly concerned with the recent weakening of these principles
that has resulted in crises that beleaguer and threaten the fabric of civilized society;
"Whereas the justified preoccupation with these crises must not let the citizens of this
Nation lose sight of their responsibility to transmit these historical ethical values from our
distinguished past to the generations of the future;
"Whereas the Lubavitch movement has fostered and promoted these ethical values and
principles throughout the world;
"Whereas Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, leader of the Lubavitch movement, is
universally respected and revered and his eighty-ninth birthday falls on March 26, 1991;
"Whereas in tribute to this great spiritual leader, 'the rebbe,' this, his ninetieth year will
be seen as one of 'education and giving,' the year in which we turn to education and charity
to return the world to the moral and ethical values contained in the Seven Noahide Laws;
and
"Whereas this will be reflected in an International scroll of honor signed by the President
of the United States and other heads of state

Rabbi Menachem

"Now, therefore be it RESOLVED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN
CONGRESS ASSEMBLED, That March 26, 1991, the start of the ninetieth year of Rabbi
Menachem Schneerson, leader of the worldwide Lubavitch movement, is designated as
'Education Day, U.S.A.' The President is requested to issue a proclamation calling upon the
people of the United States to observe such day with appropriate ceremonies and
activities.''

Schneerson

The Seven Noahide Laws
The "Seven Noahide Laws'' appear to be the purpose of the Resolution and the Public
Law 102-14. The Seven Noahide Laws themselves were not included in the Resolution and
since they are not the common knowledge of the average citizen, we should learn what they
are, particularily now that we have a "law of the land.''
They are not easy to find. However in some of the older encyclopedias they are
mentioned very briefly. They are discussed in some books written by Jewish authors and it
is here that we find what may be the underlying reason for the Resolution and Law. The
following is a very brief summary of the Seven Noahide Laws:
(1) Thou shalt not engage in idol worship. (2) Thou shalt not blaspheme God.(3) Thou
shalt not shed innocent blood of any human nor fetus nor ailing person who has a limited
time to live. (4) Thou shalt not engage in bestial, incestuous, adulterous or homosexual
relations nor commit the act of rape. (5) Thou shalt not steal. (6) Thou shalt establish laws
and courts of law to administer these laws, including the death penalty. (7) Thou shalt not
be cruel to animals.
As we make a cursory examination of the "Seven Noahide Laws'' we see nothing
objectionable. In fact, we applaud any effort to remove the evil from among us because
that is what the Laws, Statutes and Judgments of God direct us to do. But wait, there is
more to this than meets the eye!
Notice that Congress and the President are giving acclamation to a Talmudic Jewish
Rabbi and they lovingly call him "the rebbe.'' We must also recognize that the Talmud
considers the "Seven Noahide Laws'' to be the universal law for all non- Jews and are to be
enforceable by the Jews of the world.
Rabbi Michael Katz, a well known student of the Talmud, states that it is the considered
opinion of acclaimed Talmudic scholars that there are actually thirty commandments that
are Noadic and apply to all non-Jewish people but that only the "Seven Noahide Laws'' are
punishable by execution and are enforcable by Jews.
The national news media has recently printed stories regarding J. David Davis, the exBaptist minister in Athen, Tennessee, who has defected to the Noahide movement. It seems
strange that the news media would pick up on the Noahide movement out of the probable
hundreds of schisms occuring each year.
In the July-August 1991 issue of The Gap, the newsletter published by the Noahide
movement, the lead article revealed that there is pressure being applied for world-wide
recognition of the "Seven Noahide Laws.'' Ernest Easterly, Professor of International Law at
Southern University Law Center said, "With further recognition by other nations and
international courts, the Seven Noahide Laws should become the cornerstone of a truly
civilized international legal order.''

The Implications
What are the implications of this? Perhaps nothing, but we don't believe that. We are
living in extremely volatile times and we are dealing with the masters of intrigue. We are
dealing with those who can use an issue that seems to be "for motherhood and against sin''
and use it for their own ulterior or covert motives.
We know that there has been an incessant attack on Christianity throughout the world
and particularly the United States. The Ten Commandments have been removed from the
school rooms of America. The Ten Commandments are considered by the Talmudic
community to be a part of the Torah which they consider to be the sole property of the
Jews.
For example, in the Talmud, "A Gentile observing the Sabbath deserves death'' (Sanh.
58b). Resh Lakish (died 278 A.D.) said that "This refers to a Gentile who accepted the
SEVEN LAWS OF THE NOACHIDE, inasmuch as the Sabbath is a sign between God and
Israel alone.'' We must remember, to the Jew, Israel is synonymous with Jewry.
Likewise, the Creche, or manger scene, is being forced off of public property and at the
same time the Menorah is now being seen in its place.
Returning to the "Seven Noahide Laws'' that are included in Public law 102-14. Notice
number two, "Thou shalt not blaspheme God.'' It has already been shown that "violation'' of
the "Seven Noahide Laws'' is punishable by execution. Jesus was accused of blaspheming
God by the Pharisees and that was one of the charges against him.
Edward Gibbon in his renown works The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire shows
the inordinate influence of the Jews in the Roman Empire at the time of Jesus. Ammon
Linder in his book The Jews in Roman Imperial Legislation describes the same thought. One
can deny this relationship until the end of time but the facts are still there and they cannot
be refuted.
It is the Noahide Law number two and perhaps in part number one that is the reason for
Public Law 102-14. They could care less about all of the rest of them. Since when do they
care about abortion? What do they care about bestiality, incest, adultery, homosexuality or
rape. These are all death sentences already according to the Laws, Statutes and Judgments.
Theft is punishable by restitution but the laws of the land don't provide for that.
It is agreed, they are concerned about animals, particularly the snail darter, the
supposed endangered minnow in the proposed Tennessee dam project and the spotted owl
in the Pacific Northwest forests. Families are being denied incomes because timber cutting is
disallowed in the area of the spotted owl but these points are an aside.
What we see is but another example of the dialectics. Who operates the bulk of the
abortion mills? Who owns the majority of the pornographic shops which we know to be one
of the root causes of rape, incest and homosexuality? Who owns the movie industry where
violence is portrayed as glamorous and normal? Which lawmakers are in the forefront
clamouring for freedom of speech and expression when any of these situations are
threatened?
Then, when our Western Christian nations are lowered into the cesspool of moral filth,
who comes forward with a solution that will further remove us from the truth? When Jesus
said, "If you love me keep my commandments,'' he wasn't referring to the "Seven Noahide
Laws.'' He was referring to the Laws, Statutes and Judgments of the Word of God.

Where can we look to find our failing? We can look straight at the Christian Churches
and we will see our demise. The history of the "decline and fall'' of the Christian Church will
be the subject of the Lesson in History in this issue. Does one believe for a moment that
Congressmen Robert H. Michel (R-IL) and Richard Gephardt (D-MO) thought of this
magnanimous Resolution all by themselves? The sayanims (those volunteers for Zionism
working in the Congressional offices in Washington) did their work well. They received their
orders from the Nazis (Zionist princes) and Congress bit hook, line and sinker.
But thanks be to God. That ancient Christian faith that wrestled with paganism and
heathenism and formed the great Christian nations is returning.
Jesus said, "Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send
peace, but a sword. For I am come to set a man at variance against his father, and the
daughter her mother, and the daughter in law against her mother-in-law. And a man's foes
shall be they of his own household.'' (Mat. 10:34-36) The word variance means division, to
break apart, conflict. There is absolutely no question but that the Western world is ready to
explode. The question is, will it be Zionism or will it be Christianity? Thanks is given to the
SMYRNA Newsletter, P.O. Box 541, Fortuna, CA 95540 for bringing this Public Law to our
attention.

Bush's Fading World Order
Have you noticed? We are not hearing as much about the Anglophile's concept of the
New World Order these past few weeks. To be sure, their dreams are still there and they
haven't given up by any means but, for the moment, they seem to have crawled back into
the woodwork.
Some of the nation's more prestigious writers are telling the American Congress, the
Executive Branch and the American people that we should be returning to the admonition
that George Washington gave us in his fairwell speech.
These articles and presentations are but more signs of the extreme volatility on the
American scene today because there are definite and unmistakable warnings being given in
these messages. When comparisons are made between the writings and presentations the
conflict between the three aspirants for world domination is obvious. We see the non-Zionist
Jew bitterly fighting the Zionist Jew. We see the Third World people's intense and bitter
hatred for the "gun boat diplomacy'' of the United States and England. We see Germany,
Russia and Japan biding their time-waiting. But the saddest part is that we see the English
speaking, White Celto-Saxon of the West being totally destroyed and removed from his
heritage. But he is awakening.
For example, the well known non-Zionist Jew Noam Chomsky recently gave a speech on
Bush's New World Order at Bates College. In his well received speech he disclosed the
reason why the United States has never publicly admitted that Israel has nuclear warheads
in their arsenal. He stated the following in his speech: "The phrase 'other weapons systems'
is an oblique way of referring to nukes. If you look carefully, you'll notice that no U.S.
official can ever let the phrase 'Israeli nuclear weapons' escape from his or her mouth.
There's a reason for that and it lies in American law. Legislation of the late 1970's, assigning
the Amendment to the Foreign Aid Act and other legislation, bars any U.S. aid to countries
that are involved in the development or transport, etc., of nuclear weapons-and it's not
even disputable, the Pentagon acknowledged it secretly years ago-it means that all aid to
Israel since about 1977 has been illegal. That's kind of tricky, even for a lawless state. So
therefore you can't mention Israeli nuclear weapons. Now here again, it's very crucial that
the media and the intellectuals go along with the game. And they do.''

He continued with an assortment of very revealing facts regarding our involvement in
the war with Iraq and he concluded with this:
"What do we have? A world system, (Bush's) New World Order, in which there's one
very powerful military force (the United States) with a 'lieutenant' (England) that's a
reasonably powerful military force. Neither of them is dominant economically. They're both
very weak politically. In any confrontation it's extremely natural for everyone to try to shift
the confrontation to the arena in which they're strong. You do that in a domestic squabble,
you do it in international affairs. You play your strong card, move the thing over into an
arena in which you're likely to win. The arena in which the U.S. and its British lieutenant are
likely to win is the arena of force. They want to show that force is the way you rule the
world. That's the New World Order.
"There are other factors contributing to this. I should say that in the international
economic press this is discussed rather frankly. You read The Financial Times in England
and you'll read that the U.S. must become a mercenary state even more than in the past,
meaning: somebody has to keep the Third World under control. The United States is the
only one with the force to do it. It doesn't have the economic base; therefore others are
going to have to pay for it.
"When the Deputy Secretary of State, Lawrence Eagleberger, testified on the New World
Order before Congress, he said essectially the same thing. He said in the New World Order
there will be a new invention in the art of diplomacy. We'll carry out the interventions and
others will pay for it. Germany and Japan aren't all that eager to pay for it, but the
petrodollars are still there. Just to mention to you that there are some pretty obvious
domestic factors in the U.S. that are contributing, tending, pressing in the same direction.
(He is referring to Zionist pressure.-ed.)
"It's no big secret that what's called 'infrastructure' is declining. The cities are a wreck,
the educational systems are collapsing, health care is gone, etc. That's very serious. In fact,
corporations are by now worried about it. The reason they're worried is that all Labor
Department and other projections are that about 50% of the jobs in the next decade have
to be filled by Blacks and Hispanics, that is, by the people who are consigned to
concentration camps called 'cities' where they don't get educated, don't learn how to read
or write, only learn how to shoot each other and shoot drugs. Those are the people who are
going to have to fill the jobs.
"Corporations know that and don't like it, because they're the ones who make the
money from the jobs being filled properly. That raises a problem. It's widely expected that
there's going to be a serious shortage of skilled labor in the United States. Skilled labor
means everything from typist and computer technicians to managers and product
designers, research people and so on. A shortage is coming along. Of all the things they
teach you in economics, there's maybe one that's true, and that is, that when there's a
shortage of something the price goes up. Which means the cost of skilled labor is expected
to go up. When the cost of skilled labor goes up, transnational corporations are going to go
somewhere where it's cheaper, meaning everything from research to typing will be sought
out somewhere else where there's ample skilled labor.
"The question is: what happens to the United States? There's always the job of
mercenary. Maybe you can't read or write or fix computers but you can slog around in a
desert or in the jungles. If somebody will pay for it, there's a role for the United States. It's
not very pretty, and it's not inevitable, but it's also not impossible.
"I think that's the way the New Order looks as though it's shaping up. I should say that
it's not going to be nice for the usual victims. It's also not going to be very nice for the

citizens of the mercenary states, and while again, it's not inevitable, it's not unlikely unless
the citizens of the mercenary states decide to do something about it.'' There was a
prolonged applause at these final statements.
We apologize for the somewhat lengthy quote from Mr. Chomsky's presentation. But the
implications are clear. He is referring to the volatility that exists among our people and he is
making a not too veiled warning of what is imminent.

Lesson In History Part 14
Throughout all of the lessons in history, we have attempted to show an interpretation of
history which results from a blending of the victors' point of view, with that of the loser, in
the conflicts through the years.
We have also shown that history has been full of conspiracies. The great conspiracy that
has been of paramount importance to us since the 16th century is the World Revolutionary
Movement (WRM). We have shown that this great conspiracy has been the worldly
manisfestation of the battle against Christianity by those who hate Him (the anti-Christs).
It is not a battle in the heavens between angels and spooks. It is right here on earth.
The Jewish people of the world are taught to oppose Christianity and everything it
represents. But it is not only they who can be considered the anti-Christs. Jesus spoke of
these others when he said, "Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye
compass sea and land to make one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him two-fold
more the child of hell than yourselves.'' (Mat 23:15) This lesson in history will describe
some of the activities of those anti- Christs, both Jewish as well as those who outwardly
claim to be Christian, who have conspired for the purpose of destroying the Christian faith.
We will emphasize the activities of more recent years and primarily efforts within the
United States, even though this onslaught against Christianity has been world-wide. We
have, in some of the past lessons in history, described organizations and incidents in the
war against Christianity during the earlier years. In addition, the current series is primarily
devoted to the activities of the WRM within the United States.
Even the ardent and devoted church member in the mainline churches of America today
must admit that Christianity today is not the same as it was one hundred years ago. The
committment for excellence, the resolve for morality, the expenditure of effort for Godly
government has been lost. The Christian community has turned inward to the Kingdom-ofGod-within concept, the spiritual Kingdom, spiritual Israel.
The messages from the pulpit are, at best, lukewarm because of the fear of offending
and the restrictions placed on the church by the government.
This came about because of the teachings of such men as John Darby of the Plymouth
Brethren, who came to this country to teach the premillenial concept of the Kingdom, the
singular anti-christ and the rapture. Prior to men like Darby, the Christian community
believed in the Kingdom-on-earth-now concept and that, as the body of Christ, they were to
build it. It was pointed out in earlier lessons in history that this change in thinking was
purposefully planted within the churches and was a part of the World Revolutionary
Movement.
This teaching removed the Christian community from the affairs of the world. The
ministers no longer taught the need for active participation in national affairs. They taught
that if each of us were good then the whole of us would be good. This is true only if all of us

making up the whole were teachable and have the Laws of God in our hearts, as described
in Hebrews 8:8 and Jeremiah 31. However, more and more non-Christians came into the
country, particularly during the latter part of the 19th century and the early part of the 20th
century. The very aggressive Jewish people came by the millions from Russia and Eastern
Europe, and the Christian community could not cope with this new concept started by men
like Darby.
We must realize that this was not just coincidental. The entire process was planned and
was a part of the grand conspiracy. The first indication of the conspiracy was perhaps when
all of the Christian nations of Europe evicted the Jews and Chemor, Rabbi of Arles in
Provence, sought advice from the Sanhedrin then located in Constantinople. His appeal was
dated Jan. 13th, 1489. The reply arrived back in November 1489. It was signed V.S.S.V.F.F. Prince of the Jews. It advised the Rabbis to use the tactics of "The Trojan Horse'' and
make their sons priests, laymen, lawyers, and doctors, etc. so they could destroy the
Christian structure from within.
So the Body of Christ, ruling-with-Christ concept was replaced with the rapture and a
future Kingdom and it was done with the teachings of MEN whom Jesus described in
Matthew 23:15.
Obviously, this tremendous void left in the teachings of Christianity in America in the
late 19th century and the early 20th century would not be left unfilled. Just as high pressure
enters and replaces low pressure, power replaces weakness. The problem is, will that power
be for the good or will it be bad?
So here we were, ostensibly a Christian nation, but like a ship at sea without a rudder or
sail. Remember, it was designed to be that way. Our people were ripe to receive another
doctrine. We knew in our hearts and from our heritage that we were supposed to be active
and work towards the Kingdom idea. Now the masters of intrigue needed only to satisfy our
need to work toward the Kingdom ideal but to replace the true Kingdom of God here "on
earth as it is in heaven'' with their idea of the kingdom.
What happened? The Social Gospel was born. Of course, the name itself has the word
social in it from which comes the word socialism. Communism, socialism, social gospel,
liberation theology, it is all the same.
They couldn't possibly have re-invented the wheel by teaching that the Laws, Statutes
and Judgments of God were still valid for Christians just as our forefathers of many years
ago believed and used in building the Kingdom. They had to teach that those laws were
reserved only for the Jews and all the while they knew that the Jews didn't follow the laws
of God. They knew that the Phariseeic Jews believed in the Talmud which was the oral law
which Christ said made the word of God of none effect. These men were highly educated at
some of the "best'' theological seminaries. So what did they teach? They taught the very
same concept that the Talmud teaches. They taught the Talmudic system of socialism.

The Social Gospel had many expressions and spokesmen.
Among the more prominent was Washington Gladden (18361918), for thirty-six years a Congregational pastor in Columbus,
Ohio. A champion of what he called "applied Christianity,'' he
attacked laissez faire on the ground that it often meant "let ill
enough alone.''
The outstanding prophet of the Social Gospel was Walter
Rauschenbush (1861-1918). A graduate of the University of
Rochester and of Rochester Theological Seminary, which were
Baptist institutions. He taught at the Rochester Theological
Seminary. His Christianity and the Social Crisis, published in
1907, brought him nation-wide recognition.1
Walter Rauschenbush and Dr. Harry Ward formed the Federal
Washington Glaggen
Council of Churches of Christ in America on December 2, 1908.
Dr. Ward was a teacher at the Union Theological Seminary, a Methodist institution. He was
also a Communist and under oath, a fellow Communist, Mr. Manning Johnson, testified that
Harry Ward was "the chief architect for Communist infiltration and subversion in the
religious field.''2
One of Harry Ward's pupils at the Union Theological Seminary was Bishop G. Bromley
Oxnam. Oxnam authored a book titled Personalities in Social Reform and he devotes several
chapters in this book to what he calls "social reformers.'' In Chapter One, "The Scholar as
Social Reformer,'' he identifies "the scholar'' as the husband-and-wife team of Sidney and
Beatrice Webb, the Fabian Socialists of England. Chapter Two is entitled "The Minister as
Social Reformer.'' The minister is identified as Walter Rauschenbusch. Chapter Three is
entitled "The Administrator as Social Reformer.'' The administrator is David E. Lilienthal,
former head of the T.V.A. Chapter Four is entitled "The Saint as Social Reformer,'' and,
surprisingly enough, the saint turns out to be Mohandas Gandhi of India, who denied the
deity of Christ.
The Federal Council of Churches was heavily laced with ranking leaders of the Methodist
Church. Perhaps we now can understand why, when our speakers make a presentation
exposing Communists within the churches, it is often the Methodist ministers who are the
most vociferous in making the denials that Communism has penetrated the churches.
But not only did this "social gospel" involve the clergy. Few present day church goers
know that John Foster Dulles was a top-ranking officer in the Federal Council of Churches. If
you will recall, Dulles became the director of the foreign policy of the United States as
Secretary of State under Eisehower.. An associate of John Foster Dulles in the Federal
Council of Churches was Alger Hiss. The two of them worked together in the State
Department in the various conferences that planned the United Nations.
In the early 1950's, the Federal Council of Churches was renamed the National Council
of Churches. Mr. Harold Stassen was elected a vice president-at-large of the National
Council of Churches while he was a special advisor to the President of the United States on
disarmament, with Cabinet rank. Mr. Stassen was formerly president of the International
Council of Religious Education. This group authorized the writing of the Revised Standard
Version of the Bible which is the work of the National Council of Churches. The Revised
Standard Version altered or omitted key passages in order to cast doubt on the divinity of
Jesus and to remove passages unfavorable to the Jews.

Another "mole'' was Mr. Arthur S. Flemming, who for a
time, was assistant in charge of manpower problems in the
Office of Defense Mobilization in the Eisenhower
Administration. Mr. Flemming was the president of Ohio
Wesleyan University where, in 1942, the Federal Council's
Commission on a Just and Durable Peace drew the blueprint
for a world government.3
The truth about the Federal Council of Churches, the
National Council of Churches, and the later formed World
Council of Churches was more or less being realized by the
Christian Churches in the United States. Too many church
goers were beginning to ask questions. So what were the
conspirators to do? They joined ranks with the Evangelicals
and they gave them an offer they couldn't refuse!

Arthur S. Flemming
The Evangelicals broke ranks with the Fundamentalists, those Christians who read the
Bible and believed it. It was a movement born of compromise. They became soft on sin and
found it very difficult to define. You and I know that sin is the transgression of God's Laws,
Statutes and Judgments, summarized in the Ten Commandments. But the Evangelicals
didn't find it quite that easy. They were very early termed the New Neutralism. In other
words, don't take a stand on anything, don't rock the boat. This made it very easy for them
to move in and do some of the work of the earlier Federal Council of Churches and National
Council of Churches but at the same time not be painted with Communist stripes, a brilliant
move on the part of the conspirators.
That brings us to the dean, the patriarch of the Evangelicals,
Dr. Billy Graham. Dr. Graham started out as a Fundamentalist
but someone or something caused him to change. Dr. Graham,
along with two other leading Evangelicals, Dr. Harold Ockenga,
president of Fuller Theological Seminary and Dr. Donald Grey
Barnhouse, longtime pastor of Tenth Presbyterian Church of
Philadelphia, became the leading Evangelicals in America. These
men took up the cudgels of defense and offense for the
Communist front organization called the National Council of
Churches.
Dr. Graham's efforts can best be described by quoting Dr.
Charles J. Woodbridge, veteran Church historian and noted Bible
teacher. He said this to Dr. Graham, "If you persist in making
Dr. Billy Graham
common cause with those who deny the Word of God, and thus
in minimizing the sharp line of distinction between those who are loyal and disloyal to the
Scriptures, it is my strong opinion that the verdict of church history will be that you will be
known as the greatest divider of the Church of Christ in the twentieth century.'' 4 What
more can we say?

We would be remiss in not mentioning Dr. Jerry Falwell! This man
started his ministry as an obscure Baptist minister in an average sized
congregation and church in Lynchburg Virginia. He taught the
standard Baptist doctrine and his congregation thought highly of him.
It was obvious that he wasn't setting the world on fire but, all of a
sudden, he was discovered! He was "puffed" as they say in the media
circles. In just a short time he became nationally recognized. He now
controls a religious "empire" which includes even a sizable university.
These prominent church leaders are just the tip of the iceberg of
the assault on Christianity and our Christian Republic. The list goes on
seemingly forever. What causes such men as these to do what they
have done to our country? Perhaps the best way to answer this
question is to extract from a very well written special report found in
The American Mercury of January, 1960.

Dr. Jerry Falwell

“Why would all these men, trained as so-called Christian ministers of the Gospel,
participate in a Communist-Zionist project aimed at destroying the Christian doctrines which
are the well-spring of this nations's morality and strength...
“Of the uncounted hundreds of millions of dollars which have been set aside for the
subversion and destruction of the United States through non-military warfare, only an
insignificant proportion is paid out directly in the form of ‘blood money’ like that which
Judas accepted for betraying the greatest cause the world has ever known. Today's bribery
is far more subtle, and hence far more dangerous and difficult to expose.
"Few Americans in high places would risk accepting a cash payment or even a gift which
might be traced back to enemy sources. Furthermore, the world conquerors have refined
their payoff techniques to protect themselves as well as those whom they proselyte. Bribery
today is a fine art, frequently practiced without any direct communication between those
who dispense the modern equivalent of 'large money' and those who sell their souls for it.
"How is this achieved? It is extremely simple for anyone who is a slick opportunist and
who is determined to get everything he can in this life and to disregard the next. Once he
has made his decision, whether unconsciously or by deciding to 'ride along with the payoff
money.' he finds many helping hands eagerly assisting him on every side. All he has to do
to get ahead fast in almost any field is to indicate by word or deed that he is willing to 'play
ball' on the side of either the Communists or the Zionists, and the payoff will start
immediately.
"As soon as anyone demonstrates that he is willing to expose the enemies of
communism or world Zionism, their vast machines start working to advance his interests.
The Disciples of Judas do not even have to be openly pro-Communist or pro-Zionist to
qualify for the big payoff, but only to defend those engaged in either of these two
overlapping conspiracies-or to attack anti-Communists and anti-Zionists as 'Fascists,'
'witch-hunters,' 'racial bigots,' or 'anti-Semites.'
"Once the amoral opportunist sees the rewards that come his way (frequently from
sources and through channels which are completely unknown to him) he cast his lot with his
'benefactors,' and thereby becomes irrevocably involved in their destinies. It is from such
individuals that the Communist-Zionist recruit the vast majority of their sympathizers.
"Here's how it works. An unsuccessful politician realizes that he is not getting anywhere,
and stops to analyze the factors that helped his opponents leave him far behind in the

political parade. Eventually he sees the light and denounces 'McCarthyism' or 'racial
prejudice' and thereby gets a reserved seat on the political bandwagon.
"Or, a struggling young minister may see his congregation dwindling until a more cynical
colleague 'gives him the word.' He starts emphasizing 'the great Judaic-Christian tradition'
and the 'Christian and Jewish Brotherhood,' and soon his church coffers are replendished
from mysterious 'anonymous donors.'
"On the other hand, anyone who dares to stand up for his God, his country and his
family in opposition to the evil forces which are undermining the American way of life and
all we hold holy, will find the skids to oblivion greased and waiting for him. 5 End of quotes
from The American Mercury magazine.
We must not restrict our thinking to only that "struggling young minister who sees his
congregation dwindling'' to find the target. A large share of the time it is the already
successful minister who grabs the bait offered him. He is already a dynamic speaker with
terrific charisma. He is extremely qualified in the knowledge of the Bible. Why would such a
minister succumb?
It is because of ego and money. Money in large enough amounts to buy power. Power
becomes his god. When the "seed'' money is given to him by his "mysterious anonymous
donors,'' his ministry expands sufficiently to the point where the average Christian starts
donating. They donate "because everyone else is so it must be right.'' They realize that this
newly discovered minister is on the TV at the best viewing times and is "puffed'' in the TV
ratings. What the average person doesn't realize is that this "chosen'' minister is given the
most highly qualified personnel available, along with the best equipment, to make his TV
presentations stand out to be the best there is.
He is invited to the right conferences and gets to rub elbows with congressmen and
business leaders. He is interviewed by the newspapers and, of course, says just the right
things that satisfy the great conspirators. He may become, if he says the right things loud
enough and convincingly enough, the unofficial chaplain to the Presidents and give the
sermons to them at the National Cathedral in Washington.
He is then invited to speak at the best seminaries and then, his views on the "Social
Gospel'' and Zionism become dogma in his respective denomination. The act of treason
against God, his country and his people is complete.
It is said that we have "separation of church and state.'' There is no such thing. Every
congressman votes yea or nay depending on what his morals, mores and customs are.
These in turn are determined by his relationship with God. If man is his god, then he votes
that way. If God is his God, then he votes in the way that the Bible tells him. It is the same
with the President, the Cabinet member, the Justice Department, the State Department and
all the rest of them.
If they come from a Christian background, and most of them do, they then will have
been taught by their ministers. It becomes easy for us to understand why it was of the
utmost importance for them to capture the Christian movement in their quest for world
domination.
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